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                      How GoalQuest works.
GoalQuest lets participants select their own goal level — each set exponentially higher 
than their current personal run rate. Choosing a goal, instead of having it chosen 
for them, empowers and engages participants. It allows them to identify their own 
idiosyncratic fit, the feeling that one holds a unique advantage in achieving a goal, 
making a sale, beating an opponent or completing a task. 

The program also helps participants answer “yes” to these two questions, making 
them more likely to join and succeed in a specific program — and motivating middle 
performers to higher performance:

 1. Do I believe I have an advantage over others in this program? 

 2. Are the rewards worth the effort? 

BI WORLDWIDE has operated more than 700 GoalQuest programs for close to one 
million participants.  Since 2001, our programs span all industries and channels — 
from direct sales to dealers, agents and call centers. Program results are used to build 
focused guidelines and best practices, which translates to more intuitive programs. 

Give middle performers a lift.
A common issue with typical sales incentive programs that businesses use today is 
they only reward the top 10-20% of their audience and often ignore sales growth 
outside of that top segment. It’s those middle-of-the-pack players, who offer huge 
sales growth potential, that often feel unmotivated because they see little chance of 
competing with top sellers. 

GoalQuest only rewards those who grow their sales over past performance…no 
matter where they fall on the sales curve. It reaches and engages a larger portion 
of the sales population and increases incremental results from the sales incentive 
investment. And these stats prove it:

	 •	98.3%	of	direct	channel	participants	select	a	goal
	 •	42%	of	participants	select	the	highest	goal
	 •	56%	of	GoalQuest	participants	exceed	baseline	
	 •	Within	30	days	and	with	1,300	reps,	a	28.8:1	average	ROI	
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GoalQuest® is the only patented, pay-for-performance 
incentive program found in the industry today.

Frustrated with incentives that don’t get the results you were looking for? 

Believe it or not, an effective and more economical way to motivate 
entire teams is out there. 

“Our company just 
finished our first full 
year … with all of our 

geographic branches and 
over 325 sales people 
fully participating in the 
GoalQuest® program.” 

– Rob Ahrensdorf, 

Director of Brands,  
Promotions and  

Customer Insights at 
Shamrock Foods Co., 
 a “top-ten” food service 

distributor in the United States.

“...BI WORLDWIDE helped 
us manage our GoalQuest 
program, from our sales 

account executives to 
the team assigned at its 
headquarters. Everyone 
took the time to get to 

know our business, and 
then made strategic and 

tactical recommendations 
— as if they were working  
within our company as  

our associates.” 

– Rob Ahrensdorf 
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Up and running – and really working.
GoalQuest’s methodology is unique, as it offers free incremental sales that  
average	15%	of	the	overall	program	growth.	Even	better,	GoalQuest	is	easy	 
to get up and running. The program:

	 •	Launches	in	12	days
	 •	Has	zero	set-up	costs
	 •	Includes	website,	communications	and	pushed	results	updates
	 •	Has	30-90	days	of	immediate	results
	 •	Can	accommodate	both	team	and	individual	structures

GoalQuest participants earn a reward only if they meet or exceed the goal they  
select for themselves. And that’s great for overall sales.

	 •	If	they	grow	their	sales	but	fall	short	of	their	goal,	they	don’t	earn	a	reward	—	 
    but residual free incremental sales still boost overall business.

	 •	If	they	meet	their	goal	and	then	continue	selling,	businesses	still	experience	 
   free incremental sales since participants can’t earn above-and-beyond  
    performance rewards.

GoalQuest and success: they go together.
The next time you need to boost sales with an incentive program, consider  
GoalQuest from BI WORLDWIDE. It can make a huge difference in driving  
results, impacting how participants respond and delivering overall success since:

 1. Participants must grow/increase sales in order to  
     earn a reward

 2. The business running the program gets free  
     incremental sales — always 
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“GoalQuest has helped us 
deliver strong, double-digit 
company sales and gross 
profit growth in a single-

digit industry growth year. 
It’s a pay-for-performance 

program that has more 
than met our ROI goals 

and metrics. This program 
delivers on both our sales 
AND our budget needs!”  

– Rob Ahrensdorf 

“We couldn’t ask for much 
more from a program and 

an incentive partner...” 

 – Rob Ahrensdorf

For more information on BIWORLDWIDE and GoalQuest®, visit:  
BIWORLDWIDE.com/GoalQuest or email us at info@BIWORLDWIDE.com


